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Wolf of Stone 2014-10-31 dalton black a canis lupis full of guilt and anger never expected to find his true mate perhaps already slipping
into madness he had resigned himself to the fact that he would walk the earth without the other half of his soul he was convinced that his
sins where enough to keep the great luna from giving him such a blessing he knew it was probably better that way his past was as dark as
his name and after three centuries of running from it the memories were finally catching up to him but all of those resignations evaporated
when he saw her broken and bloodied body lying on that altar though the man didn t recognize her the wolf did through battle and bloodshed
he was able to save her from the evil that held her captive but now he would need her to save him from himself jewel stone was wholly
unaware of the ancient bloodlines of gypsy healers mates to canis lupis and protectors of the packs much less that she carried that blood
herself but when a beautiful but deadly woman showed up in her home and ripped her from her realm she knew her life would never be the same
her mother gem a fortune teller had warned her that something was coming that her life was about to change dramatically but like everyone
else jewel had dismissed her as a crazy person jewel was the laughing stock of her school simply because gem was her mother and up until
now her life was one big disappointment after another instead of heeding her mother s warning she hid in her books burying herself behind
knowledge both fact and fiction she escaped into worlds created by others and filled her mind with facts of every kind in an effort to push
away the hurtful words that others bombarded her with despite all of her knowledge and all of her fantastical stories she never dreamed her
own future would be full of adventure danger passion and the possibility of unconditional love as she lay unconscious after her first
bloody encounter in the fae realm her only chance of survival lay in the hands of a man scarred by his past disfigured both emotionally and
physically and beyond the reach of any who had tried to help him can two broken people who carry the other half of each other s souls span
the chasm between them and restore the innocence ripped from both their lives will they let the promise of healing love overcome the
difference in age and experience and the separation of species and realms or will they give in to the fear and doubt that would keep them
from one another for eternity
The Stone Wolf 2021-03-21 a new magic threatens to destroy gavin or change him forever gavin has secured the city preventing the deadly
fates from bringing their terrible sorcery back to yoran but tristan remains at large their fight had been a test and gavin knows he can t
fail the next one when a strange attack pushes him to reveal the depths of his magic gavin knows tristan has returned to finish what he
started this time he s working with a power greater than any sorcerer and something gavin has never faced a friend s abduction forces gavin
to take action he never would have considered in order to save them and stop tristan he must use all his connections in the city but even
that might not be enough to save them or stop a plan that s been in play for years the chain breaker will not be enough he must find a way
to become something more than he d ever trained to be
Wolves and the River of Stone 2013 philip zola s boyfriend from one hundred and fifty years ago is not nearly as dead as we thought i
really wish he was not only has he kidnapped zola but he s raising an army to scour humanity from the earth hopefully the local werewolf
pack will help what could possibly go wrong
Wolves Of Stone Ridge Bundle 2 2013-10-19 accepting his human wolves of stone ridge four cryptozoologist drake whitton works as a genetics
professor at colin city college while he figures out how to remove the eccentric label from his name given to him by his peer s response to
his last paper on the existence of the chupacabra doctor ailean carmichael never expects to find a mate let alone a human one but he s
willing to take what fate gives him finding balance wolves of stone ridge five out of the cage sometimes you don t need a leash to bind two
beings together todd abernathy spent three weeks in a cage but phillip couldn t help him find the mate he d scented and when todd finally
figured out that detective lyle sullivan was the man he was searching for the human had been captured by the same men who d experimented on
todd goading the enforcer wolves of stone ridge book six jared templeton returned to colin city for one reason to make it through his
sister s wedding after that he wanted to return to his home in massachusetts and go back to his blessed solitude and his life as an
assassin wolves of stone ridge bundle contains accepting his human wolves of stone ridge four finding balance wolves of stone ridge five
goading the enforcer wolves of stone ridge book six
Wolves and the River of Stone 2016-08-08 a jilted ex an undead army never date the damned zola thought not seeing her ex boyfriend philip
for 150 years meant he got the hint that they were over or better yet that he had taken her advice and dropped dead no such luck not only
is he back he has kidnapped zola and is using her as a pawn in his plan to raise an army to scour humanity from the earth damian vesik is
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ready to take philip on but he won t be doing it alone flanked by a pack of snarling and snapping werewolves they are headed to an old
battlefield at stones river to put an end to philip s twisted agenda if they don t get there in time however zola s reputation and life
hang in the balance
Grey Stone 2022 in the land of the great red sun dogs sing wolves kill humans serve and wolf shifters rule with magic and menace pietre is
a human boy who has spent the last thirteen years afraid of the sunset the blodguard and the wolf shifting masters who rule his world
wittendon is a werewolf prince who has spent the last nineteen years afraid of his father his inability to do magic and the upcoming
tournament he s sure to lose but when pietre finds an orphaned pup in the woods and wittendon is forced to arrest the boy s father soon
after both of them begin to realize that keeping the rules might be just as terrifying as breaking them now serf and master must learn to
cut through their own prejudices and work together in order to turn their world before it turns on them grey stone is a story of dogs who
talk wolves who kill and a stone that for better or worse can change all that
Taken by the Stone Wolves 2013-10 she d been warned to stay away from the manor on the hill now she must pay the price nat was warned about
the wolves that protected their village warned that women who caught their eye were known to go missing did she listen hell no why should
she listen to old wives tales when no one had seen the langdon wolves the last of their line for years they were probably dead by now and
even if they weren t she wasn t a werewolf not really there hadn t been a shifter in her family for years but wolves are long lived
particularly the stone wolf langdon alphas then she steps onto langdon land stone during the day men by night they need one special woman
to set them free bound by a curse centuries ago the langdon wolves are stone by day and men by night to free them they need one special
woman a female ready to love them both body and soul now after long years they ve found their lady but can they convince her to stay but
will their happiness be shattered before it really begins or is nat wolf enough to stand down a witch s curse
Wolves and the River of Stone 1987-01-01 philip zola s boyfriend from one hundred and fifty years ago is not nearly as dead as we thought i
really wish he was not only has he kidnapped zola but he s raising an army to scour humanity from the earth hopefully the local werewolf
pack will help what could possibly go wrong
Wolves of the Dawn 2021-02-09 as the stone age slowly gives way to the age of bronze a proud warrior clan faces the challenge of a new life
in an alien land led by the great chieftain fomor once called the wolf of the western tribes the clan maclir knows the limits of stone
against the strange new weapons of their sworn enemy nemed macagnomian and so the people of the ax have settles in the fens of albion
exchanging flint weapons for farm implements trading the ways of the warrior for the path of peace but prosperity has not followed on the
heels of their decision and many in the clan urge their lord to become the wolf once more or threaten to rise up against him it is fomor s
firstborn son balor headstrong and defiant who receives the sign of the gods that the time of the wolf is at hand as the cruel nemed and
his raiders sail toward albion s shores to wipe the clan maclir from the face of the earth and it is balor who will take up the forbidden
sword retaliator to avenge the past
Two Wolves 2011 darkness descends on charlie stone as he finds himself separated from his fiancée tara and estranged from his daughter
maddie as charlie turns to the demon drink for solace he finds himself sinking deeper into an abyss of loneliness isolation and despair
when the case he has been chasing is dropped charlie stone goes rogue with the aid of his wayward friend robbie charlie seeks to bring the
demons from his past to justice in any way possible this dark gritty urban thriller twists and turns until its eye opening climax but can
charlie conquer his inner demons before they destroy him
Stone Wolf's Vision 1908 presents graphic novel versions of the stories of cinderella hansel and gretel jack and the beanstalk little red
riding hood and rumpelstiltskin
Shivers, Wishes, and Wolves 2018-09-30 when sam burnley set out to visit his friend callum one spring evening he never expected that it
would trigger a chain of events that would drag him and callum into a world of gangsters werewolves and vampires what was the mysterious
wolf stone what connection did it have with the sinister witch of the sedge and his own hidden heritage and what was the huge hairy thing
that had just crawled onto his bed
Destruction of Wolves and Coyotes 2007-11-13 in the year 2191 on planet canadian exodus the hundred year war against the bloodline
terrorist faction is drawing to a close before the terrorist leaders can be banished however the elite paramilitary unit known as track and
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pursuit is called into enemy territory for one last hunt days later five of the six deployed hunters are dead at the hands of a single
fugitive and the survivors of the unitknow that their only hope is to enlist the aid of retired captain chester wolf the only man more
deadly than their adversary no hunt is what it seems as wolf knows very well the killer is one of their own and this hunt will be like no
other
The Wolf Stone 2016-01-06 centuries have passed since mankind vanished from the earth and in that time the wolves have risen to inherit the
title of alpha predator they have lived in peace and thrived for generations but that is all about to change the wolves tell stories of
beings that strode upright the walkers who would one day return to ravage the earth and take back their alpha crown ukita a young wolf
dismisses these stories as nothing more than fiction until he meets one for himself faced with the looming shadow of a violent war between
their races these creatures must either learn to coexist as beings of nature or fall to ruin
The Mercy of Wolves 1907 get ready to rev your engine in this massive box set you ll get the entire great wolves mc michigan series that
means five full length novels featuring all the swagger hard leather over smoldering hot bad boy bikers who will do anything to protect the
club and their women this is red hot romantic suspense that ll make you swoon while keeping you turning those pages this set includes
sawyer stone ryder hammer steel sawyer to most i m a bad man i ve done violence and run with violent men but even the cops know great
wolves keep things in balance now my club has a new enemy one that s preying on the most vulnerable my club won t stand for it we have some
cleaning to do and it s going to get ugly which is why this is the worst time to let a woman in but this woman is different than any i ve
ever known i ve always believed i d die for the club and now i know i d die for her hell i m pretty sure i d die for one night with bess
stone my freedom depended on the open road on being away from civilized people and on avoiding the law but that was impossible now
something has stepped in to pull me out of the ether and into the light the moment i saw the sun reflected in her hair and the way she
filled out those little white shorts i knew i was going to have her my fate was connected with hers and so was my body and soul to save her
i may have to save a town and end my precious freedom ryder there was something about those white fishnets and chuck taylors i had to have
her on my bike she was a runaway bride i should have rolled by and left her to handle her own mess but from her stormy eyes to her grass
stained wedding dress everything about jules got my attention and pulled me in i stole a kiss from her before i even knew her last name
jules had my heart with every touch but a rival club had her locked into a future that would keep her prisoner to be with jules i would
have to take down a murderous enemy sacrificing my body was nothing i d already given jules my soul hammer my place is at the side of the
prez of the m c i ll put my body in the way of bullets for every one of my brothers defending great wolves territory protecting my crew and
honoring my oath to the club are my life but now loyalty to the club means doing a favor for a bitter enemy it means helping the devil s
hawks it s an assignment i hate down to my bones when i see that the favor is wrapped in a gorgeous body and hypnotic green eyes it ll make
me question everything i ve ever believed because i ll lie run even kill for daniella moore steel when there s trouble for the great wolves
m c i solve it with fists blood whatever it takes i m okay with scaring anyone who is stupid enough to cross the m c or me this time the
trouble is pure evil and preying on the vulnerable in my town my territory i know how to stop it and i will except in a critical moment i
failed an innocent stranger is taken right in front of me her beauty haunts me i have a particular set of skills and i m going to unleash
all of them to save her everything about darby bishop pulls me in she was made for me and i m going to be sure anyone who tries to hurt her
pays for it in blood mc romance romantic suspense standalone full length romance novel biker romance motorcycle club romance series action
and adventure possessive alpha male strong female heroine hea second chance romance box set complete series omnibus
Wolves of the Shadowlands 2023-08-20 he could never lose control dashiel thorpe earl of brimsworth has spent his life fighting the wolf
within him but when the full moon rises dash is helpless a chance encounter with caitrin macleod on a moonlit night inadvertently binds the
two together irrevocably and dash s impulsiveness plunges them both into a nightmare she never saw him coming caitrin macleod is no quiet
country lass but a witch with remarkable abilities but when it comes to dashiel she s as helpless to fight his true nature as he is her
senses overwhelmed she runs back to the safety and security of her native scotland but dashiel is determined to follow her she s the only
woman who can free him from a fate worse than death and caitrin will ultimately have to decide whether she s running from danger or true
love
Directions for the Destruction of Wolves and Coyotes 2024-05-28 jesse is a normal girl from a fucked up family the only thing she wants is
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freedom casimir the dark and ruthless wolf king reigns in the underground dens of the wolf world with the power to compel anyone to do
anything he commands but he needs a new mate because the last two killed themselves after watching casimir steal the minds and wills of the
other women kidnapped as potential mates jesse knows he is even more powerful than the urban legends she s heard fearing that she might
lose herself forever jesse offers to submit to casimir s dominance make herself his slave and bear his heir but in return he must vow never
to use that compulsion on her fascinated by her boldness and the surge in his power when she offers herself casimir accepts her as his mate
but casimir isn t the only wolf who wants jesse while jesse cannot deny the sizzling chemistry between herself and casimir the king is
emotionless and sometimes cruel she s often drawn to the tender safety offered by a much less powerful wolf a male casimir would kill if he
knew how deeply they connected will casimir break jesse just as he broke two mates before her will he discover her potentially deadly
connection with another male or will the smart and resourceful jesse betray him and flee with the other wolf has the wolf king finally met
his match the position of queen requires three things i snapped impatiently first the ability to bear heirs second submission to me as king
and mate and third acceptance that i will not offer love i stopped for a moment my queen will receive anything material she wishes but she
will submit to me and i will not bow she will share my bed my power and my wealth she will not share my heart i waited but none of them
spoke good i turned back to my servant to order them moved to the next challenge when a quiet but strong voice rose behind me are you
violent i turned back to the fire haired woman with a flat smile show me a wolf who isn t and i am the king of the others what do you think
her throat bobbed the tear in the neckline of her cotton shirt offered a fleeting glimpse of plump cleavage my cock twitched i meant with
your queen um sire she said uncertainly you said you have to dominate that she has to submit what is she submitting to i smirked i don t
make a habit of leaving bruises i said letting a dark promise seep into my tone but they ve been known to happen it was quite thrilling
when she paled i once again turned away gesturing to my man to start moving them when her voice rose one more time i ll volunteer she said
when i whirled she licked her lips then stepped forward i will be your mate if you ll have me hiding my shock i offered my most predatory
grin to the poor naive idiot my mate like everyone else in this kingdom is my slave now are you certain
Great Wolves MC Michigan 2023-07-29 an inter connected romantasy perfect for fans of sarah j maas
The Taming of the Wolf 2022-03-04 midlife can bite me i could have lived out the rest of my days blissfully ignorant of the underground
supernatural world after all being over forty getting a divorce and starting over is nuts enough but instead i was bitten by a dying alpha
and now i m inadvertently thrust into the middle of his divided werewolf pack their civil war it s basically me and my ex but with more
death and mayhem if that s even possible with new powers emerging the urge to shift imminent i m being forced to make some tough decisions
like do i even want to be a werewolf not that there s much of a choice there to make matters worse i m falling for the pack s sexy omega
totally not planned let me tell you this entire fiasco is putting me and my two kids in harm s way and if there s one thing this middle
aged mom won t stand for it s any more jerks screwing with their lives time for everyone to fall in line there s a new alpha in charge and
she s got her big girl panties on fans of kf breene shannon mayer and victoria dannan get ready for an enchanting blend of paranormal
fantasy and women s empowerment midlife wolf bite captures the essence of a sassy midlife heroine weaving humor suspense and heart pounding
romance into every page this book is tailor made for women over forty who crave thrilling supernatural adventures and relatable characters
who defy age stereotypes don t miss out on this captivating entry in carissa andrews accidental alpha series click the buy now button and
join ella as she delves headfirst into a world of werewolf romance and paranormal suspense indulge your craving for supernatural passion
and embark on an unforgettable journey today
Slave To The Wolf King 2016-07-17 a stone in the shoe is irritating a stone around the neck is a nightmare victoria should be happy elated
enemies have been defeated and her new life has endless possibilities but things never stay uncomplicated for long not for her the wolf
essence stone was supposed to cure wolves of their shifting curse instead it adheres itself to her and casts a new curse on almost everyone
surrounding her even worse it speaks to her leading her to a disturbing and heartbreaking realm where no one can find her and no one can
follow each time she disappears she returns with no memory of what transpired and is left with a feeling of dread toby suffers more from
the curse than the rest of his pack the wolf essence stone seems to actively hate him and often repels him away from the love of his life
compounding their problems a secret society wants the stone for their own nefarious ends and the evil witch who created the curse has also
resurfaced and everything they do puts victoria s life in jeopardy all the supernaturals must band together in an epic battle for control
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of the stone but before it s over one or more of them may have to make the ultimate sacrifice
The Forbidden Wolf King (The Kings of Avalier, Book 4) 2024-03-27 siren menage amour erotic romance menage suspense shapeshifters
paranormal werewolves fmmm hea when redmere suffers a cyberattack their entire database is stolen the lives of the redmere pack and all
shifters is at risk of being exposed to the human population finding the hacker becomes a matter of life or death for wolves jackson
emerson and tate ward kyra wells a gifted computer engineer loses her parents at only seventeen lost in her grief she removes all trace of
her existence and reinvents herself as the world renowned white knight hacker the darkness when the ward brothers discover the thief is
their mate they prepare to flee the pack if necessary to keep kyra their lives now have a new purpose they live for kyra as kyra adjusts to
the shock that shapeshifters exist and that she belongs to three wolves light and love enter the darkness of her life again as she embraces
her life with the pack she joins them in the fight to keep their existence a secret
Midlife Wolf Bite 1975 wolf determines to restore the ancient wolf habit of singing that has been forbidden to wolves for generations
Cursed Wolf 2015-08-17 in 1841 13 year old libby and her family begin a new life on the shores of lake michigan where her father works as a
surveyor for the ottawa indians and libby is reunited with her indian friend fawn
An End to the Darkness (Redmere Wolves 5) 1997-04-07 national book award finalist a brilliant study of the science and mythology of the
wolf by the new york times bestselling author of arctic dreams the washington post when john fowles reviewed of wolves and men he called it
a remarkable book both biologically absorbing and humanly rich and one that should be read by every concerned american in this national
book award shortlisted work literary master barry lopez guides us through the world of the wolf and our often mistaken perceptions of
another species place on our shared planet throughout the centuries the wolf has been a figure of fascination and mystery and a major motif
in literature and myth inspiring fear and respect the creature has long exerted a powerful influence on the human imagination of wolves and
men takes the reader into the world of the canis lupus and its relationship to humankind through the ages lopez draws on science history
mythology and his own field research to present a compelling portrait of wolves both real and imagined dispelling our fear of them while
celebrating their place in our history legends and hearts this ebook features an illustrated biography of barry lopez including rare images
and never before seen documents from the author s personal collection
Animal Novels: Residual Wolves and Gray Man 2016-05-31 the bad bad wolf wants to make a meal out of mother hen and then make off with her
goodies but before he can do it she makes a meal for him stone soup is surprisingly filling
A Legend of Wolf Song 1995 when his feet touched the ground he immediately felt a tingle go through him yours was the message he heard he
wasn t sure if this was normal when you become the alpha or some residual effect from his parents blessing a supernatural love affair
thrives in the midst of an intense territorial dispute in d annette s sexy debut novel the stone harbor wolves when billionaire jason stone
takes over as alpha male in his lycan wolf pack after the tragic death of his parents he vows to show the full extent of his strength and
with over three hundred members in his multicultural pack of wolf bear and cat shifters jason realizes that he now shoulders a grave
responsibility but tension mounts as jason becomes obsessed with finding his fated mate an extraordinary powerful lycan female he can sense
and smell but who has yet to make her presence known their sensual nightly dreams of each other leave them desperately seeking the other
they are driven by the same strong desire to find their fated mate as he draws ever closer to his perfect fit the possibilities of a
confrontation over pack land and the treachery of those who wish to steal it could result in a bloody war beyond imagining with danger and
deceit closing in around him and his pack jason s dreams of his fated mate turn more vivid and hotter he must find her now
The Makutu Stone 2013-07-16 a stone in the shoe is irritating a stone around the neck is a nightmare victoria should be happy elated
enemies have been defeated and her new life has endless possibilities but things never stay uncomplicated for long not for her the wolf
essence stone was supposed to cure wolves of their shifting curse instead it adheres itself to her and casts a new curse on almost everyone
surrounding her even worse it speaks to her mdash leading her to a disturbing and heartbreaking realm where no one can find her and no one
can follow each time she disappears she returns with no memory of what transpired and is left with a feeling of dread toby suffers more
from the curse than the rest of his pack the wolf essence stone seems to actively hate him and often repels him away from the love of his
life compounding their problems a secret society wants the stone for their own nefarious ends and the evil witch who created the curse has
also resurfaced mdash and everything they do puts victoria rsquo s life in jeopardy all the supernaturals must band together in an epic
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battle for control of the stone but before it rsquo s over one or more of them may have to make the ultimate sacrifice
The Shadow of the Wolf 2014-05-15 when my parents were banished from wolf city before i was born i thought there was no way i would ever
live in a pack again cuffed with my shifter magic bound i was forced to go to school with witches in order to keep my true nature from
coming out then i met him sawyer hudson the alpha s son was visiting delphi witches college and spotted me he took one look at me and an
hour later i was being pulled out of school taken into wolf city and leaving my parents and everything i knew behind it s the alpha s son s
selection year the year he must pick a mate and every female aged 18 22 must be in attendance i ve landed myself in the middle of werewolf
bachelor and just when i think i ve got a handle on things sawyer releases my cuffs unbinds my magic and sees what i really am the problem
is i don t know what this creature is that i transform into it s not an ordinary werewolf that s for damn sure be aware this book has
cussing and sexual situations
Of Wolves and Men 1858 the final book in the new arctic brotherhood series heart pounding werewolf romances by jane godman that will keep
you on the edge of your seat they are the arctic brotherhood they are deadly fighters fierce protectors and loyal mates their sworn enemy
is dead but the arctic brotherhood can t relax fenrir the norse god of destruction is still determined to destroy the world vigo durand
agrees to lead the team against the most feared werewolf the world has ever known but dark secrets from his past are threatening to catch
up with him amber merova has been on the run for the last five years ago when she meets vigo her werewolf mating impulse almost overwhelms
her human instinct for survival almost feisty determined and hostile amber initially turns down vigo s offer to stay with the brotherhood
when it looks like the men who murdered her pack have caught up with her she has no choice but to take his offer of protection both seem
damaged beyond repair but as they work together to bring down fenrir they discover hidden ties that bind them together before they can look
to the future they must unravel the mysteries of the past
Stone Soup 2017 her suspect her lover her doom boston police detective ella o connor s job is on the line and only busting port owner
channing hakonson for drug smuggling will satisfy her boss but there s more to the tattooed billionaire than she imagined something
mystical and ancient wolves protect him time traveling viking assassins stalk him the mafia bails him out of prison and even ella s own
mysterious powers can t stop channing from dooming them all or occupying her every thought with an unprecedented early winter causing food
shortages around the globe and chaos reigning in the streets it feels like an apocalypse is coming and somehow the nordic giant is
responsible for ragnarök to keep her family off the streets she must put him behind bars to save the world she must kill him but she breaks
the most important rule in the book do not fall in love with the suspect
Wolf Stone 2020-12-13 meshach browning spent decades as a professional hunter and trapper of bears boars and deer in rural maryland during
the early 1800s this is his story in his own words born in modest circumstances browning grew up at a time when the united states as a
nation was in its infancy with much of the population living in rural areas from his youth the author vowed to be self sufficient leaving
his home and first love to hone his abilities as a hunter returning with money gained from selling pelts and meat it is then that meshach
contemplates hunting as a career the equipment used by the author is much inferior to that of the modern day meshach s use of a musket a
gun whose reliability is demonstrated as poor in several instances leads him to rely on his skills in close quarters combat on multiple
hunts described with stunning vividness in these pages browning s ability to battle animals in melee saves his life the dangers of his
trade are balanced by its lucrativeness bear meat and pelt for instance fetched high prices on the open market though his life s work is
the primary subject meshach browning shows a tender side when describing his first marriage his loving wife mary bore him several children
in later chapters he proudly teaches his sons the craft which sustained their family for so many years
The Stone Harbor Wolves 2017-11-07 war is coming marc kincaid has one shot to convince a rival pack that their only chance at survival is
to form an alliance nothing will stop him from protecting what s his until he runs across an unexpected glitch a bonnie fae lass with
curves capable of unmanning him and a stubborn streak to match his response to her is instant and hungry and makes him burn for more than
just survival but she s not a rule he s willing to break bronaugh lane has been fighting her dark fae nature her entire life giving up
control is not an option not even for a wolf with the hard muscles of a warrior and a soft scottish brogue she should keep her distance but
her lusty nature is her undoing nearly messing up her plans to get close to the wolf pack because marc is her only chance at infiltrating
their den and then the game changes there are no rules now
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